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Abstract       The paper was prepared to carry out topographic survey for 
roads to be paved among the villages belonging to the Lujerdiu village, Cluj 
County. To determine the absolute rectangular coordinates of the 19 new 
items studied, the “static method” with 5 dual frequency GPS equipment was 
used.  
Static method application in the study undertaken, points out that this method 
is practical and easy to use thanks to GPS, but it requires proper planning 
and compliance efficiency of GPS campaign. It also provides the highest 
accuracy for determining the coordinates x and y, respectively on H share, by 
combining GPS measurements with geometric precision leveling 
measurements.   
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The authors propose in this paper to use 

modern methods to survey for roads in Lujerdiu 

village.  

Computer program was designed to 

introduce an automatic calculation of the rigorous 

compensated measurement data but also to establish 

some interpretations regarding the result of data 

processing [2]. 

The paper describes the case study method regarding 

the implementation of measuring static GPS for 

network support of roads to be paved within the village 

Lujerdiu [1]. 

 

Material and Method 
 

Measurements were performed by qualified 

personnel using dual frequency GPS 1200, 1201,  ATR 

Leica total stations compatible with GPS (SMART 

STATION) and 03 DNA digital levels. 

To get accurate results and to ensure stability 

and confidence in solutions, were use a specialized 

software solutions to process GPS data provided by 

Leica company from Switzerland called LEICA GEO 

OFFICE COMBINED, a program that allows 

processing and clearing network simultaneously. 

 

Results and Discussions 
 

On the whole route were placed 10 pairs of 

terminals. Terminals were located in protected areas, 

easily accessible by car. 

For determination were used 3 fixed 

references (Table 1) measuring for each point, 3 

vectors. For all terminals have conducted two sessions 

of measurements (Figure. 1). 

 
Table 1 

Inventory of coordinates 

Old point - permanent station 

Point name (old) B L He 

Cluj  46°45'27.86162"N 23°35'11.52347"E 470,0980 

Zalău  47°10'39.75547"N 23° 3' 42.46617"E 331,2517 

Bistriţa 47°07'43.86027"N 24°29'38.26398"E 413,6840 
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Fig. 1. Network diagram 

 

               

The data from field measurements were processed with 

the software Leica Geo Office Combined. After 

processing was examined whether the ambiguity was 

fixed in the points in which the stationed was made. 

Determined GPS points were converted to 70 STEREO 

coordinates, by TRANSDAT program version 4.01. 

(Figure. 2). 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. TRANSDAT Version 4.01 

 
                  

After processing the data, the network has been 

adjusted with the same program to obtain 

AJUSTAMENT (2) which has the following 

advantages: find the best solution in terms of statistics; 

provides qualitative indicators for unknowns 

determined and for quantities derived from these 

unknown points, provide an estimate network 

reliability. 

For network compensation was used a 

conditional adjustment keeping fixed three-

dimensional coordinates of permanent stations. 

The results obtained  after compensation are 

presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Inventory of coordinates 

New points 

Stereographic projection system 1970 

Reference system Black Sea 
                                                                                   

Point name X Y Z 

GPS 10 614169.388 400370.560 335.268 

GPS 20 614192.332 400577.821 359.406 

GPS 30 613870.125 401359.209 444.197 

GPS 40 613771.094 401498.358 458.436 

GPS 50 613424.552 402035.251 415.947 

GPS 60 613384.221 402299.085 386.934 

GPS 70 608489.618 402581.646 307.540 

GPS 80 608539.522 402518.726 305.170 

GPS 90 607746.457 403727.307 333.271 

GPS 100 607656.330 403678.576 348.170 

GPS 110 611627.711 400621.608 315.458 

GPS 120 611553.994 400694.293 314.912 

GPS 130 610752.617 401214.598 311.315 

GPS 140 610890.415 401151.559 310.805 

GPS 150 608378.998 402933.095 299.162 

GPS 160 608397.600 402858.497 301.794 

GPS 170 608059.479 404473.016 293.308 

GPS 180 608139.177 404272.732 296.866 

GPS 190 607519.359 402980.780 399.209 

 
Based on these results, the case plan has been drawn to scale 1:500. 
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Fig. 3. Site plan  scale 1:500 

 

 

 
Conclusions  

 

Application of static method in the study 

undertaken, points out that this method is practical 

and easy to use, thanks to GPS technology. It also 

provides the highest accuracy for determining the 

coordinates x and y, respectively on H share, by 

combining GPS measurements with the precision 

geometric leveling measurements. 

Modern measuring equipment, allowing 

the combination of measurements obtained in the 

field, both planimetric and altimetric in the same data 

processing program. 
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